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Background. Onlinemultiple-text comprehension is a key skill of the 21st Century, yet

the study of its relations with boredom in young students has been disregarded. Boredom

is an achievement emotion expected to be predicted negatively by antecedents like

control and value appraisals and to be associated to a negative performance.

Notwithstanding its documented domain-specificity, scarce attention has been paid to

investigating these relations with primary-school students in the reading domain, and

specifically for online multiple-text comprehension, and to how such relations are

moderated by basic cognitive abilities.

Aims. Considering separately two settings (homework, test), we studied the mediation

of boredom in the relation between control-value appraisals and online multiple-text

comprehension in primary-school students, focusing on the moderating role of word-

reading fluency.

Sample. Participants were 334 fourth and fifth graders.

Methods. We evaluated students’ reading-related self-efficacy and task-value, reading-

related boredom for homework and tests, word-reading fluency, and onlinemultiple-text

comprehension.

Results. Path analyses revealed negative relations between control-value appraisals and

boredom for homework and tests, and between boredom and online multiple-text

comprehension for tests only. For the latter, word-reading fluency moderated the

relation between appraisals, boredom, and comprehension: Boredom negatively related

to comprehension only for students with high word-reading fluency.

Conclusions. Findings are discussed focusing on antecedents of online multiple-text

comprehension as a literacy skill critical in the 21st Century. We underlined their
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implications for learning in general and specifically for the current educational changes due

to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In the last decade, the relevance of boredom for students’ well-being and learning has

been increasingly highlighted (Camacho-Morles et al., 2021;Krannich et al., 2019; Pekrun,

Lichtenfeld, Marsh, Murayama, & Goetz, 2017; Schwartze et al., 2020, 2021; Tze, Daniels,

& Klassen, 2016). In line with Pekrun’s control-value theory (CVT; Pekrun, 2006), recent

research has documented the impact of boredom also on primary students’ school tasks

about mathematics in most of the studies, and other domains like language or reading as
well (for meta-analyses on boredom and correlates, see Camacho-Morles et al., 2021;

Loderer, Pekrun, & Lester, 2020; Tze et al., 2016). However, the studies have neglected

the relations of boredomwith online multiple-text comprehension, a key skill in the 21st

Century in which technology-based learning environments play a critical role for

education (Lajoie, Pekrun, Azevedo,& Leighton, 2020). Currently, this ability has assumed

even a greater relevance, considering the abrupt partial or full closure of schools and the

shift to remote learning to which most of the students were forced worldwide due to the

COVID-19 pandemic (UNESCO, 2021). This makes it pivotal to know the reasons why
boredom arises and of the consequences that it has on abilities essential for learning in

technology-based environments, for example understanding information from multiple

sources or navigating the Internet. Such knowledge is essential to develop evidence-based

strategies aimed to mitigate boredom within education contexts.

Therefore, in this paper, we studied the mediating role of reading-related boredom in

the relation between reading-related control and value appraisals and onlinemultiple-text

comprehension inprimary-school students.While some researchers have investigated the

role of primary students’ boredom in domains such as mathematics and more rarely for
language or reading, only recently attention has been paid to studying appraisals or

outcomes of boredom in technology-based environments (Loderer et al., 2020). Anyway,

most of such studies involved secondary-school students, for example considering

computer-based collaborative problem-solving, engagement in ‘gaming the system’

behaviours (i.e., using the affordances of a system to complete a task), learning math with

multimedia software or intelligent tutoring systems (Baker et al., 2008; Camacho-Morles,

Slemp, Oades, Pekrun, & Morrish, 2019; Rodrigo et al., 2012; Sabourin & Lester, 2014;

Tulis & Ainley, 2011). In contrast, primary-school students were only rarely involved
(intelligent tutoring systems; Robertson, Cross, Macleod, & Wiemer-Hastings, 2004).

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge no studies have examined the contribution of a

basic cognitive skill for reading comprehension, that is word-reading fluency, in the

interplay of boredom, its proximal appraisals, and online multiple-text comprehension.

Therefore, we also explored the moderating role of word-reading fluency for the

relations between control and value appraisals, boredom, and online multiple-text

comprehension. In light of Pekrun’s assumptions on the domain-specificity of achieve-

ment emotions (Pekrun, 2006), we examined two school settings, that is, homework and
tests, in which boredom can be experienced in relation to reading activity.

Online multiple-text comprehension

From the last years of primary school onwards, students are increasingly required to

construct meaning from multiple texts for various purposes. Among them, it is frequent

comparing and reasoning about the information used to support a claim, and to express

them inwritten tasks such as short essays, syntheses, andpresentations (Br�aten, Ferguson,
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Anmarkrud, & Strømsø, 2013; see Barzilai, Zohar, & Mor-Hagani, 2018, for a review). In

today’s information-rich world, in fact, students frequently acquire knowledge by

comprehending the content of different texts, written by different sources (e.g., authors

of the texts) and often reporting conflicting information on the same topic (Rouet, Britt, &
Durik, 2017).

A number of theoretical models have been proposed to explain comprehension of

multiple texts. The integrated framework ofmultiple texts (IF-MT; List&Alexander, 2019)

is a recent account that integrates and extends early models on multiple-text compre-

hension. According to the IF-MT , multiple-text comprehension results from three stages:

preparation, execution, and production. The latter stage results in external products

which accomplish the requirements of a specific task (e.g., to write an argumentative

essay). Such products are the outcomes of the execution stage that comprises three levels
of internal representation (Rouet et al., 2017). The first level is the situation model

(Kintsch, 1988) that allows the representation and integration of informationwithin each

text. The second level is the intertext model that involves the representation of text

sources and their relations with text content. The third level is the integrated mental

model that allows the integration of text content from multiple texts into a coherent

representation, which often requires reconciling discrepancies. Both the production and

the execution stages are influenced by the preparatory or ‘default stance’ (i.e., an

orientation) towards multiple-text comprehension tasks adopted during the preparation
stage. This stance is affected by objective context requirements (e.g., the task and

resources, or the obstacles in the environment) and individual factors (e.g., cognitive and

affective factors) influencing task perception.

Argumentative short essays are considered as hybrid reading-writing tasks (Barzilai

et al., 2018). They have been used by previous studies in upper primary- and lower

secondary-school students and shown to be suitable to sustain deep level understanding

of multiple texts (Florit, Cain, & Mason, 2019; Kingsley, Cassady, & Tancock, 2015;

LaRusso et al., 2016). Usually, hybrid tasks are untimed tasks that are assessed by
considering measures of global coherence, which are included in writing quality

measures. These measures have been shown to involve a number of cognitive factors that

are common to single and multiple-text comprehension (Arf�e, Dockrell, & De Bernardi,

2016; Kim & Schatschneider, 2017).

Theoreticalmodels ofmultiple-text comprehension have been applied to both printed

(presented on paper) and online (presented on screen) texts. The role played by reading

medium has been addressed only recently and mainly considering single texts. In

particular, three recent meta-analyses have shown that reading expository or informa-
tional texts on paper leads to greater text comprehension than reading them on screen

(Clinton, 2019; Delgado, Vargas, Ackerman, & Salmer�on, 2018; Kong, Seo, & Zhai, 2018).

This result has been accounted for by the shallow hypothesis (Annisette & Lafreniere,

2017). According to this hypothesis, today’s students are more inclined towards

superficial processing when reading digitally because of the increasing interaction with

technology that is characterized by speed and multitasking. Shallow processing is at the

basis of decreased deep comprehension in digital environments (Clinton, 2019; Delgado

et al., 2018). Of note is that this issue regards studies that mainly involved university or
secondary school students and, although to a lesser extent, also students at the end of

primary education.

To date, the few studies on multiple-text comprehension in primary-school students

have mainly considered printed texts and investigated the role of cognitive factors, both

basic such as word-reading fluency, and more complex such as prior knowledge,
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comprehension monitoring, theory of mind, and single-text comprehension (Davis,

Huang,&Yi, 2017; Florit et al., 2019; Florit, DeCarli, Giunti, &Mason, 2020; LaRusso et al.,

2016). The role of contextual factors, such as the presence of conflicts in the reading

materials and prompts for taking into account the source of information, have also been
investigated (Paul, Stadtler, & Bromme, 2019; Potocki et al., 2020). In contrast, the

contribution of affective factors, especially emotions, to multiple-text comprehension in

young readers of primary school has been disregarded. Empirical investigations have

explored the role of affect in terms of motivation (i.e., beliefs about control or value, or

interest), mood, epistemic emotions, or physiological reactions only in older students

(Br�aten et al., 2013; Br�aten, Anmarkrud, Brandmo, & Strømsø, 2014; Muis, Pekrun, et al.,

2015; Scrimin & Mason, 2015; Mason, Scrimin, Zaccoletti, Tornatora & Goetz, 2018;

Trevors, Muis, Pekrun, Sinatra, & Muijselaar, 2017). Nevertheless, knowledge is still
lacking on howboredom influencesmultiple-text comprehension, and specifically online

multiple-text comprehension in primary-school students.

The control-value theory of achievement emotions: The case of boredom

Boredom and reading

The emotion of boredomcanplay a relevant role in reading inprimary-school students; yet

this emotion is partially neglected in the extant literature (as an exception, for

comprehension of single texts in lower secondary-school students, see Zaccoletti, Alto�e,
&Mason, 2020). Wemay legitimately expect that in reading activity boredommay regard

at least three different aspects. These are related to the specific skills required to be good
readers and comprehenders, to the content of the reading materials, and also to the

reading medium itself, that is, traditional or technological. We also know that in the

domain of native language, which includes the sub-domain of reading, primary students’

boredom is more frequent as age increases (Raccanello, Brondino, & De Bernardi, 2013;

Raccanello, Brondino, Mo�e, Stupnisky, & Lichtenfeld, 2019; Vierhaus, Lohaus, & Wild,

2016). This is consistent with detrimental trends that are typical of motivational

constructs such as achievement goals, beliefs about control, or academic self-concept

(Bouffard, Boileau, & Vezeau, 2001). We know, therefore, that at the end of primary
school students’ boredom begins to be a salient affective experience for language

learning, but we do not know how it affects reading comprehension skills in the case of

online reading tasks, which are typically more appealing and attractive compared with

traditional reading tasks.

Primary-school students, unlike adults, report a preference for reading on screen than

on paper (Golan, Barzillai, & Katzir, 2018). This has been explained by the fact that

nowadays children become familiar with digital devices at an earlier stage than did adults

(Harrison & McTavish, 2018). Moreover, children’s experience of reading on paper,
although less extensive than that of adults, mainly regards learning activity, while they use

technology mainly in leisure time. Reading on a screen, therefore, is perceived as more

attractive than reading on paper.

Boredom can be conceptualized as a functional emotionwith a twofold advantage: It is

informative on how current situations are unsatisfactory and it simultaneously motivates

people towards desired goals, fostering regulatory processes (Elpidorou, 2017).However,

as an epistemic emotion impairing both cognitive and metacognitive strategies (Muis,

Chevrier, & Singh, 2018), boredom associated with reading activities may have a high
impact on the integrative processes involved in onlinemultiple-text comprehension. This
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may be due to the complexity per se of the processes required to construct a coherent

representation of partly conflicting texts on the same topic (Rouet et al., 2017; Stadtler &

Bromme, 2013).

The control-value theory

Pekrun’s CVT of achievement emotions (Pekrun, 2006) is a very useful theoretical

framework to conceptualize boredom; it takes into account a variety of correlates, which

play the role of antecedents or outcomes of boredom itself. In the last decades, the CVT

was seminal for research on the role of emotions within the school context, given their

relevance for students’ well-being and performance (Pekrun, 2006). The CVT is an

integrated motivational and information-processing theory of the antecedents and
outcomes of achievement emotions, defined as those emotions associated with learning

activities or outcomes (Pekrun, 2006). They comprise at least two underlying dimensions:

valence (positive and negative emotions) and activation (activating and deactivating

emotions). In line with this classification, boredom can be categorized as a negative

deactivating emotion. In other terms, it is an achievement emotion characterized by

negative valenced feelings and low arousal, together with lack of interest and stimulation

(Camacho-Morles et al., 2021). Moreover, it results to be associated with both tasks that

under-challenge students and tasks that over-challenge them (Krannich et al., 2019).
Among the crucial antecedents of achievement emotions, control and value appraisals

play a central role. Beliefs about control refer to students’ beliefs about their control of

their own actions and the corresponding outcomes, while beliefs about value refer to the

degree to which students perceive that a task and/or its outcomes are important to

themselves (Pekrun, 2006). According to the CVT, it is expected that low control and low

value are associated with high boredom; nevertheless, also a very high control could be

linked to increases in boredom. In the former case, boredomwould be related to students’

perception of a task as over-challenging, while in the latter case as under-challenging
(Acee et al., 2010). In turn, achievement emotions influence performance. Empirical data

from cross-sectional and longitudinal studies involving primary-school to university

students indicate that positive emotions are linked with better performance, while

negative emotions with poorer performance (Camacho-Morles et al., 2021; Loderer et al.,

2020; Pekrun, 2006, 2017; Pekrun et al., 2017). Negative deactivating emotions (such as

boredom) usually have a detrimental impact on performance, by undermining attention,

motivation, and learning strategy. Moreover, the CVT postulates that achievement

emotions are domain-specific as several studies have documented for different subjects
(Camacho-Morles et al., 2021; Loderer et al., 2020; Pekrun, 2006).

Resorting to the principle of parsimony, theCVT also proposes the relative universality

of the connections between achievement emotions and their correlates (Pekrun, 2006).

The links between antecedents, achievement emotions, and outcomes are assumed to be

the same in different individuals across genders, achievement settings, and cultures.

Nevertheless, achievement emotions can differ in their rates, contents, or parameters like

intensity according to such variables. For example, taking into account achievement

settings, some studies revealed differences among primary-school students, documenting
that boredomwas lower for evaluative settings, such as tests, compared to non-evaluative

settings, such as homework and lessons (Authors, 2013). Beyond being distinguished for

their different focus on the evaluative aspect – higher for tests – test and homework

settings are strictly connected. For example, for tenth- and twelfth-graders, the amount of

homework for subjects such as reading, mathematics, and science are significantly
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correlated with test scores, especially for females (Mau & Lynn, 2000). However, in

primary schools usually teachers’ aims for assigning homework are not explicitly focused

on increasing test performance, but mostly on developing young students’ management

of time and reviewing class materials (Muhlenbruck, Cooper, Nye, & Lindsay, 1999).
In educational contexts, research on boredom is growing and it has been frequently

conducted with the CVT as the main theoretical framework. However, participants are

generally secondary-school or university students.Moreover, in linewith the assumptions

of the CVT, most of the studies have been conducted considering different domains

separately, mostly mathematics and more rarely science, language, and its sub-domains

such as reading, or in a technology-based learning environment (Camacho-Morles et al.,

2021; Loderer et al., 2020; Tze et al., 2016).

Appraisals and outcomes of boredom

Concerning the relations of primary-school students’ boredom with its control and value

appraisals, some researchers have confirmed the contribution of control and value

appraisals in predicting boredom at school in a variety of domains (for an overview, see

Pekrun, 2017). Among the studies that investigated the relations between control and

value appraisals and boredom, those about mathematics usually reported negative links,

even when distinguishing the impact of different types of value, that is, intrinsic value,
attainment, and utility. Some studies identified negative relations between control and

boredom but not between value and boredom, or vice versa (Di Leo, Muis, Singh, &

Psaradellis, 2019; Lichtenfeld, Pekrun, Stupnisky, Reiss, & Murayama, 2012; Putwain,

Becker, Symes, & Pekrun, 2018; Putwain, Schmitz,Wood, & Pekrun, 2021). In the domain

of reading, only negative relations between boredom and control, but not between

boredom and value, emerged (Zaccoletti et al., 2020).

As regards the outcomes of boredom, the debate is still open. On the one hand, being

bored can make students less attentive, effortful, and engaged, with consequent
detrimental effects on performance. On the other hand, boredom can foster creative

thoughts, focusing students’ attention towards more appealing tasks than the current

ones (Camacho-Morles et al., 2021). Some recent meta-analyses have been conducted

with the aim of disambiguating these findings at different educational levels. Overall, they

reported a negative relation of boredom with academic performance, motivation, and

learning strategies, across several domains such as mathematics, physics, and native

language (Camacho-Morles et al., 2021; Tze et al., 2016), but this relation did not emerge in

technology-based learning environments (Loderer et al., 2020).
When considering the studies with primary-school children, findings are not always

consistent. For example, in mathematics boredom is linked to academic performance as

evidenced by small to moderate negative correlations (ranging from�.16 to�.42) as well

as by small positive correlations (Di Leo et al., 2019; Lichtenfeld et al., 2012; Muis,

Psaradellis, Lajoie, Di Leo, & Chevrier, 2015; Putwain et al., 2018; Raccanello et al., 2019).

In other cases, researchers found that achievement predicted boredom but not vice versa

(Putwain et al., 2021; Putwain, Wood, & Pekrun, 2020). For science learning, small

negative correlations emerged (Obergriesser & Stoeger, 2016). In the domain of language
and its sub-domains, there are moderate correlations for literacy (Muis, Ranellucci,

Trevors, & Duffy, 2015) but also no correlations for learning in native language or reading

(Raccanello et al., 2019; Zaccoletti et al., 2020). For technology-based learning

environments, Robertson et al. (2004) reported correlations near zero between boredom

and performance in the domain of writing in interactions with intelligent tutoring
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systems. A study by Patrick, Skinner, and Connell (1993) revealed also that boredom was

associated with less motivation and effort, while Muis, Psaradellis, et al. (2015)

documented negative relations between boredom and planning, deep processing

strategies, and other metacognitive strategies in mathematics problem-solving. However,
overall there is scarce knowledge regarding the interplay of reading-related boredom,

control, and value appraisals and its outcomes, specifically when considering young

students’ online reading comprehension, in particular ofmultiple texts on the same topic.

Word-reading fluency

Finally, given that cognitive abilities are crucial factors in the interplay between emotions

and learning (Pekrun, 2006), we examined the contribution of a basic cognitive ability,
such as word-reading fluency, on the relations between control and value appraisals,

boredom, and online multiple-text comprehension. According to the CVT, cognitive

resources are one of the factors to be examined considering the relation between

achievement emotions and performance. Exploring the role of word-reading fluency is

particularly salient because of the unique contribution of this basic factor, aswell as that of

more complex cognitive factors, which varies according to primary-school students’

single-text comprehension level (Language and Reading Research Consortium & Logan,

2017). Previous work showed that word-reading fluency was a unique contributor when
students were classified as having low, not high, reading comprehension skills. For skilled

readers, other complex cognitive skills (e.g., comprehension monitoring) played a more

critical role. As regards upper primary-school students, previous findings indicated that

word-reading fluency is positively associated with their multiple-text comprehension,

once the role of other complex cognitive skills (e.g., comprehensionmonitoring) is taken

into account (Florit et al., 2019). However, the interplay of word-reading fluency in

relation to other complex skills, such as reading-related boredom, control, and value

appraisals, has not been addressed yet.
Taken together, these findings solicit to investigate the possible role of a basic

cognitive ability such as word-reading fluency in moderating the relations between

boredom and, respectively, its control and value antecedents and associated outcomes.

Specifically, the extent to which word-reading fluency is mastered as a basic cognitive

component could modulate how boredom contributes to text comprehension. In other

terms, the impact of reading-related boredom on online multiple-text comprehension

could be more pronounced when the basic cognitive ability is already well-mastered.

However, an open issue is whether also the relation between control and value appraisals
and boredom can be moderated by this basic cognitive ability, given the theoretical

assumptions on the universality of the mechanisms linking appraisals and boredom in

different contexts (Pekrun, 2006) and the empirical evidence supporting these negative

relations. If we consider primary-school students as reliable sources for self-evaluating

their inner states and perceptions (Nett, Daschmann, Goetz, & Stupnisky, 2016), and

specifically their control about their reading skills, we could speculate that different levels

of word-reading fluency should not impact such relations.

The current study

To sum up, there are at least four gaps that solicited our research on boredom with

primary-school students. (1) First, previous literature has not tested yet theCVT in the sub-

domain of reading in relation to technology-based learning environments, like in the case
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of online multiple-text comprehension. This ability has largely been examined in relation

to various individual and contextual factors (Barzilai et al., 2018; Br�aten et al., 2013; Rouet
et al., 2017) and knowledge on its unexamined correlates assumes a pivotal relevance in a

historical period in which most of the students worldwide have been forced to online
teaching due to the COVID-19 pandemic. (2) Second, no study investigated the correlates

of boredom regarding onlinemultiple-text comprehension in primary-school students. To

extend knowledge on CVT and boredom in general, it is essential to include samples of

younger students. This is particularly relevant not only theoretically, but also at an applied

level, given that the CVT gives specific suggestions on how to improve students’

achievement through their emotions and corresponding appraisals. So, before general-

izing suggestions concerning secondary-school and university students to primary-school

children, it is necessary to test whether the underlying theoretical framework is
confirmed. (3) Third, no previous study examinedwhether the relations of boredomwith

antecedents and outcomes as described earlier are moderated by basic reading abilities

such as word-reading fluency. (4) Fourth, scarce attention has been paid to studying these

issues taking into account different settings for school activities, such as homework or

tests.

Aims and research questions

The study aimed to investigate how reading-related control and value appraisals are linked

to reading-related boredom, and how this emotion, in turn, is linked to online multiple-

text comprehension in primary-school students. We also focused on the moderating role

of word-reading fluency on such relations. Given that achievement emotions and their

appraisals are domain-specific, we examined reading-related boredom concerning two

separate settings: one non-evaluative, homework, and the other evaluative, tests. Two

main research questions (RQ) guided the study.

RQ1. Does reading-related boredom mediate the relation between reading-related
control and value appraisals and multiple-text comprehension? Based on the aforemen-

tioned literature (Di Leo et al., 2019; Lichtenfeld et al., 2012; Muis, Ranellucci, et al., 2015;

Obergriesser & Stoeger, 2016; Putwain et al., 2018, 2021; Raccanello et al., 2019;

Zaccoletti et al., 2020), we hypothesized control and value appraisals to be negatively

linked to boredom for homework and tests (Hypothesis 1), and boredom to be negatively

linked to online multiple-text comprehension (Hypothesis 2). Both hypotheses were

monodirectional. We also examined the direct relations between antecedents and

multiple-text comprehension, underexplored in the current literature.
RQ2. Does students’ word-reading fluency moderate the described relations? We

explored whether high and low word-reading fluency moderate the relations between

control and value appraisals and boredom, and between boredom and multiple-text

comprehension.

Method

Participants

We involved a convenience sample of 334 fourth- (n = 167) and fifth-graders (n = 167)

from eight primary schools in Northern Italy (Mage = 10.00 years; SD in months = 7.54;

55% girls), located in middle-class socio-economic areas. The students came from 18

classes. According to their teachers’ reports, none of the children had cognitive
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impairments or learning disabilities, and none had been referred to the Health Services for

treatment.

Written parental consent was required for participation. The study obtained the

approval from the University Ethics Committee.

Materials

Studentswere required to read three online texts discussing the effects of videogames and

told to imagine that a friend had asked him/her some help to understand whether playing

videogames is beneficial or not. The texts and coding scheme were informed by previous

research in this area (Br�aten, Anmarkrud, et al., 2014;Mason, Junyent, & Tornatora, 2014)

and used in printed form as in previous studies (Florit, Cain, &Mason, 2019). The texts on
each topic included partially conflicting information and were written by sources

differing for expertise and stance: a psychologist, a parent, and a videogame creator. The

first and more reliable source mainly underlined negative effects and the less reliable

sources promotedmostly or exclusively positive effects. Texts appeared as clickable links

in a Google search output page but they were offline. The order of appearance of the

links/texts was randomized. Children read the texts in their preferred order and at their

own pace since there was no time limit. They were instructed to read all the texts, to

access each text as many times as they deemed necessary, and to press an ‘end task’ icon
when they had completed their reading. Children received information on how to

navigate across texts and completed a practice trial. During the reading of the texts,

children were allowed to ask questions concerning words that were not clear.

This work is part of a larger project on the role of motivational and emotional factors,

memory for source and processing, and online multiple-text comprehension.

Measures

Control and value appraisals

Weassessed reading-related control using nine items (e.g., It is easy forme to understand

the content of a text inmy school reading text) and task-value using 11 items (e.g., I think
it is always important to understand what I read in the school reading book) adapted

fromBr�aten et al. (2013). Items had to be rated on a five-point scale (1 = not at all true for

me and 5 = completely true for me).

Boredom

We used the Achievement Emotions Questionnaire-Elementary School (AEQ-ES; Rac-

canello et al., 2019; Lichtenfeld et al., 2012) adapted for the reading domain,with items on
boredom for homework (three items; e.g., Homework in which I have to understand a

text bores me to death) and tests (four items; e.g., Tests in which I have to understand a

text bore me). Items had to be rated on a five-point scale (1 = not at all and 5 = very

much).

Word-reading fluency

We used the word-reading task from the Italian Test Battery for the Evaluation of
Developmental Dyslexia and Dysorthography (Sartori, Job, & Tressoldi, 2007). We asked

students to read 112 words without errors and as fast as they could. Based on the median
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value ofword-reading fluency (i.e., number of syllables readper second),wedistinguished

students with low versus high abilities (see DeCoster, Gallucci, & Iselin, 2011, for similar

approaches).

Online multiple-text comprehension

After reading the three texts, childrenwere asked to handwrite a short essay to answer the

question ‘Are videogames beneficial or not?’, based on the information read in the texts.

The online texts were not accessible after the reading phase but children had the

possibility to ask about information explicitly presented in the texts. This approach was

implemented so that children’s memory load would be reduced.

Essays were coded for the argument about the effects of videogames. The argument
provided a global index of deep comprehension, reflecting whether participants

considered and integrated the two different perspectives presented within texts. A five-

point scale was used: 0 = no response/no relevant information; 1 = identification of a

single perspective; 2 = identification of both perspectives; 3 = identification of both

perspectives with explanations for one or both of them; 4 = identification and

comparison of both perspectives with explanations for one or both and justifications

for supporting one perspective. We used an argument score as it has been shown to be

positively related to more specific measures of multiple-text comprehension such as the
number of literal and inferential units in short essays and the number of texts mentioned

(Authors, 2020; Barzilai & Zohar, 2012; Br�aten, Ferguson, Strømsø, & Anmarkrud, 2014;

Diakidoy, Mouskounti, & Ioannides, 2011). Argument score, therefore, captures

children’s ability to consider, comprehend, and integrate information from texts (i.e.,

writing quality) rather than writing productivity.

All essays were coded by three post-graduate students trained by the second author,

and 30% of the essays on each topic were also coded by the same author independently.

The overall agreement was very good (Cohen’s kappa = .90, SE = .05; 95% CI = [0.81–
0.99]). Each disagreement was examined and discussed until consensus was reached.

Procedure

Two researchers gathered the data over three consecutive weeks, once a week, in group

sessions lasting about 1 hr, for a total of 3 hr. The students were assessed for control and

task-value in a first session, and boredom and word-reading fluency in a second session.

Each measure was preceded by a familiarization phase, including instructions and
examples on how to answer. In a third session, children were administered the online

multiple-text comprehensionmeasure in a quiet school room,whichwas equippedwith a

computer for each of them. For all measures, researchers read all the instructions and the

items aloud. Children were told that there were no right or wrong answers and to answer

truthfully. Socio-demographic data were reported by parents when completing the

consent forms. All the verbal labels and the pictorialmaterial used in the instrumentswere

appropriate to children’s gender, with male and female versions, to favour their

identification.

Data analysis

Wefirst examined the patterns ofmissing data and skewness and kurtosis values.We then

conducted confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) for control, task-value, and boredom. We
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considered the comparative fit index (CFI), the root-mean-square error of approximation

(RMSEA), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), with CFI ≥ .90 (Marsh,

Hau, & Grayson, 2005), RMSEA ≤ .08, and SRMR ≤ .10 as threshold values (Kline, 2016).

We calculated Pearson bivariate correlations and descriptive statistics for all the variables

(Table 1). We preliminarily checked whether boredom varied according to grade level

and setting through a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), using IBM SPSS

Statistics Version 27. We used Mplus Version 7 to conduct path analyses and to test the

mediational role of boredom between control/task-value and online multiple-text
comprehension, separately by setting (homework, tests). The ratio between number of

observations and number of parameters (7:1) was adequate for running path analyses

(Kline, 2016). In preliminary models, we included all direct and indirect paths, and then

we repeated them deleting all non-significant paths (except for the links between

boredom and online multiple-text comprehension as they involve the key outcome

variable). We ran the models using z-scores, given that the measures had different ranges.

Finally, we performed amulti-group analysis to test themoderation effect ofword-reading

fluency.

Results

Preliminary analyses

The maximum percent of missing values for items was 3%. Little’s MCAR test indicated

that data were completely missing at random, v2(171) = 159.77, p = .721. The mean
values of skewness and kurtosis for control, task-value, and boredom for each item did not

exceed 2.0 and 7.0 (Table 1), respectively, supporting normality assumptions (Curran,

West, & Finch, 1996).

The CFA confirmed the mono-factorial structure for control and task-value, and the bi-

factorial structure for boredom; all factor loadings were positive and statistically

significant, with good fit indexes (control: v2(27) = 70.84, p < .001, CFI = .927,

RMSEA = .070 (.050–.090), SRMR = .046; task-value: v2(43) = 76.73, CFI = .916,

Table 1. Intercorrelations, means (M), standard deviations (SD), and confidence intervals (CI) of all the

examined variables

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Reading-related control –
2. Reading-related task-value .37*** –
3. Homework-related

boredom for reading

�.21*** �.32*** –

4. Test-related boredom

for reading

�.29*** �.39*** .77*** –

5. Word-reading fluency .11* �.01 .02 .01 –
6. Online multiple-text

comprehension

.22*** .18** �.05 �.11* .21*** –

M 3.51 4.18 2.61 2.46 3.60 1.64

SD 0.56 0.52 1.16 1.09 2.20 0.89

CI 3.45–3.57 4.12–4.23 2.48–2.73 2.35–2.58 3.36–3.84 1.54–1.73

Note.. N = 334.

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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RMSEA = .049 (.030–.066), SRMR = .046; boredom: v2(41) = 85.51, p < .001,

CFI = .985, RMSEA = .057 (.040–.074), SRMR = .029).

We then performed a 2 (fourth-graders, fifth-graders) 9 2 (homework, tests) repeated

measures ANOVA on boredom, with grade level as the between-subject factor and setting
as the within-subject factor. The effect of setting, F(1, 326) = 11.005, p = .001, g2 = .03,

resulted to be significant: Boredom was more intense for homework (M = 2.60,

SD = 1.16) than tests (M = 2.46, SD = 1.09).

Relation between control and value appraisals andonlinemultiple-text comprehension

(RQ1)

A preliminary path analysis indicated that the direct effects of control (b = .18, p = .001)
and task-value (b = .11, p = .051) on online multiple-text comprehension were signif-

icant. Then we conducted two path analyses (Figure 1a,b) to test the indirect effects of

the two appraisals on online multiple-text comprehension through boredom, separately

for setting (homework, tests). For each setting, control (homework: b = �.11, p = .047;

tests: b = �.18, p = .001, respectively) and task-value (b = �.28, p < .001; b = �.33,

p < .001) were negatively associated with boredom. However, only test-related boredom

(b = �.11, p = .046) was negatively linked to online multiple-text comprehension. The

indirect effect through boredomwas .02, p = .091, for control and .04, p = .057, for task-
value. Themediationwas partial becausewhenwe included the direct effect of task-value

and control on online multiple-text comprehension, we found a statistically significant

path for control (b = .21, p < .001) which weakened the path from boredom to online

multiple-text comprehension.

Moderation of word-reading fluency in the relation between control and value

appraisals, boredom, and online multiple-text comprehension (RQ2)
To deeply explore the mediational role of boredom, we examined the moderating role of

word-reading fluency (Figure 1c,d). For low reading fluency, control (b = �.22,

p = .003) and task-value (b = �.29, p < .001) were negatively related to boredom, but

the path from boredom to online multiple-text comprehension was not significant. For

high reading fluency, control (b = �.15, p = .048) and task-value (b = �.36, p < .001)

were negatively linked to boredom, and this emotion negatively predicted online

multiple-text comprehension (b = �.24,p = .002).Whenwe included thedirect effect of

task-value and control, nothing changed in themodel for low reading fluency, but for high
reading fluency again, only control directly predicted online multiple-text comprehen-

sion (b = .16, p = .046). The inclusion of this path weakened again the link between

boredom and online multiple-text comprehension (b = �.14, p = .088). In other words,

boredom partially mediated the relation between control and online multiple-text

comprehension (indirect effect: .04, p = .095), and totally the relation between task-value

and the outcome variable (indirect effect: .09, p = .009).

Discussion

Our first research question aimed at exploring the mediating role of boredom in the

relation between control and value appraisals and online multiple-text comprehension

(RQ1). The results confirm the key role of control and value as antecedents of boredom for
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Figure 1. Path analyses for relations between control, task-value, boredom, and online multiple-text

comprehension for (a) homework setting; (b) test setting; (c) tests and lowword-reading fluency; (d) tests

and high word-reading fluency. Indices for explained variance are reported next to each dependent

variable. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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reading in primary school, in line with the theoretical expectations of the CVT (Pekrun,

2006) and supporting Hypothesis 1. Studies with primary-school students have

corroborated the assumptions of the CVT on the relation between control and value

appraisals and boredom in the domain of mathematics (Di Leo et al., 2019; Lichtenfeld
et al., 2012; Putwain et al., 2018, 2021). In contrast, previous findings on reading have

documented negative relations with boredom only for control (Zaccoletti et al., 2020).

However, in that case, the comprehension of single printed texts was considered and

participants were young adolescents in lower secondary school. In addition, the authors

did not distinguish different settings while our analyses considered separately the two

settings of homework and tests. Therefore, our data suggest that if we examine specific

settings separately – in line with the CVT’s assumptions on the domain-specificity of

achievement emotions and their antecedents (Pekrun, 2006) – the phenomena pertaining
to the complex interrelations between boredom and its correlates can be caught with a

higher level of granularity.

Moreover, our analyses indicate that boredom had disruptive effects on online

multiple-text comprehension only in the evaluative setting, that is, testing, partially

confirming Hypothesis 2. These findings contribute to shed light on how boredom

impacts performance operationalized in terms of onlinemultiple-text comprehension, an

ability that has assumed a paramount relevance also in light of the unexpectedly recent

changes in education due to the current pandemic. The detrimental effects of boredomon
performance can be related to the influence of its antecedents. For the test setting, our

results suggest that a low control about reading abilities combined with a low task-value

results in higher boredom,which in turn can be associatedwith reduced engagement and

lower investment of attentional resources on reading tasks (Muis, Psaradellis, et al., 2015).

We can also speculate that the impact of boredom is not related to the particular salience

of this emotion in the examined context; indeed, boredomwas more intense for the non-

evaluative setting of homework comparedwith the evaluative setting of tests, consistently

with our expectations. This is in line again with the theoretical assumptions of the CVT
(Pekrun, 2006), according to which the relations between achievement emotions and

their correlates are universal, but their rates can vary according to a variety of other

aspects, such as the context (operationalized, in our case, in terms of settings).

Moreover, it is worth noting that detecting different links between boredom and

performance in the two examined settings can also shed some light on the reasons

underlying some inconsistent results of previous research involving primary-school

students, in which boredom was not examined according to different settings (Di Leo

et al., 2019; Lichtenfeld et al., 2012; Muis, Psaradellis, et al., 2015; Muis, Ranellucci, et al.,
2015; Obergriesser & Stoeger, 2016; Putwain et al., 2018, 2020, 2021; Raccanello et al.,

2019; Robertson et al., 2004; Zaccoletti et al., 2020). Distinguishing homework and tests

might have helped to identify another moderator of the relations between boredom and

performance, that is, setting, which has been frequently neglected in previous literature

(for an exception, see Raccanello et al., 2013). The impact of boredomon onlinemultiple-

text comprehension is lessmarked for the homework setting because in that case students

are frequently helped by adults and can ask for their support. This diminishes the

prominence of the need to protect their self and the perception of their efficacy in the
homework task.Moreover, a rolemight be played by the challenges associatedwith a task,

given that boredom increases in case of both under- and over-challenging tasks, and in

turns influences outcomes such as career aspirations (Acee et al., 2010; Krannich et al.,

2019). However, only for over-challenged students (and not under-challenged) there is a

negative impact on academic self-concept, at least for secondary-school students (Acee
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et al., 2010; Krannich et al., 2019). Future studies should examine further the moderating

role of task challenges in the relations between boredom, control and value appraisals,

and performance in young students.

Another explanation concerning the links between boredom and decreased multiple-
text comprehension could consider the reciprocal relations between achievement

emotions and performance as assumed by Pekrun’smodel (Pekrun, 2006), taking also into

account readers’ tendency to process digital information superficially (Clinton, 2019;

Delgado et al., 2018). Indeed, previous research has indicated that also in primary-school

children boredom is frequently associated with less motivation and effort, poorer

planning abilities, and a lower use of deep and/or other metacognitive strategies (Muis,

Psaradellis, et al., 2015; Patrick et al., 1993). All this could play a role in processing

information in a careless way, thus influencing performance. According to the shallow
hypothesis (Annisette & Lafreniere, 2017), today’s students are more inclined towards

superficial processing when reading digitally than in print, which accounts for the

decreased deep comprehension in digital environments compared to traditional reading

medium (Clinton, 2019; Delgado et al., 2018). Therefore, boredom could also be due to

the awareness of high difficulty of a reading task in front of unfulfilled expectations of low

difficulty.

Our second research question regarded the possible moderation effect of students’

word-reading fluency in the relations between antecedents, boredom, and multiple-text
comprehension (RQ2). The results shed light on word-reading fluency as a cognitive

mechanism through which boredom influences performance. For both settings, control

and value appraisals were again negatively related to boredom. However, onlinemultiple-

text comprehension is affected by test-related boredom only when basic word-reading

abilities arewell-mastered. In other terms, our findings indicate thatword-reading abilities

are not only precursors of more complex cognitive abilities concerning the comprehen-

sion of printed texts (Florit et al., 2019; Language and Reading Research Consortium &

Logan, 2017), but they also contribute to the intricate patterns of interrelations between
cognition and affect in the comprehension of online multiple texts. In line with previous

literature, affective factors should be taken into account to explain variance in complex

comprehension tasks beyond basic cognitive abilities such as word-reading fluency, at

higher levels of reading ability, but not at lower levels. Affective factors influence

children’s criteria (i.e., standards of coherence; van den Broek et al., 2011) for establishing

how coherent their understanding of a passage should be, particularly in a testing

situation. Our findings, therefore, suggest that as basic word-reading skills are mastered,

variability in children’s test-related boredom comes into play to set different standards of
coherence in reading activity, and, as a result, determines variability in children’s

comprehension. To this regard, this study contributes to more explicitly specifying how

individual difference factors affect the preparatory or ‘default stance’ towards multiple-

text comprehension (List & Alexander, 2019). In brief, the infusion of affect on cognitive

performance is moderated by specific cognitive abilities, as assumed by the CVT (Pekrun,

2006).

Educational implications

The findings about the relations between control and value appraisals, boredom, and

online multiple-test comprehension have practical implications for fostering students’

performance, as comprehension of complex information presented online is required at

school. TheCVToffers a viableway to improve students’ performance – in our case online
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multiple-text comprehension – through a variety of channels. Traditionally, the main aim

of education is to promote learning focusing on the improvement of cognitive and

metacognitive abilities. However, when practices aiming at directly impacting students’

performance fail or are not sufficient to produce the desired changes, knowledge of the
influence of achievement emotions on performance, and knowledge about the impact of

control and value appraisals on achievement emotions, become a priority. Specifically,

teachers interested in supporting students’ onlinemultiple-text comprehension canwork

both to reduce reading-related boredom and to improve control and value beliefs. On the

one hand, to reduce boredom, they can act, for example, as models actively interested in

the tasks students must deal with. They can increase their engagement in such tasks

proposing particularly attractive materials (and nowadays technology offers a very wide

range of possibilities) aswell as anchoring task content to students’ personal interests and
autobiographical experiences. On the other hand, teachers can work directly to reframe

negative beliefs that are antecedents of boredom (e.g., Dresel & Haugwitz, 2008; for

retraining attributional interventions, see Perry, Stupnisky, Hall, Chipperfield, & Weiner,

2010), in particular improving students’ beliefs on their control and value about reading

activities.

In addition, the data on the detrimental nature of boredom in evaluative tests drives

teachers’ attention towards controlling task characteristics that can be associated with

boredom, such as low or high level of easiness, and novelty of contents, when devising
assessment practices. Moreover, previous findings described a gradually decreasing

emotional support from teachers across the school years (Vierhaus et al., 2016).

Therefore, this solicits actions aimed to favour more steady levels of teachers’ support in

the classroom. This may be implemented, for example, involving teachers in a training on

the awareness of the role played by achievement emotions and related regulation abilities

within learning contexts, including antecedents of achievement emotions. Teachers

could be directly involved in the conduction of interventions on these issues with the

students (e.g., Raccanello & Hall, 2020). An adequate support in turn may prevent from
increasing reading-related boredom, with positive outcomes also for cognitive perfor-

mance.

The results on the role of word-reading fluency as moderator of the investigated

relations also have relevant practical implications. Teachers and other learning-focused

professionals need to be aware of these effects when planning interventions to sustain

students’ emotional and cognitive antecedents of a good performance. As students

become more competent and master basic cognitive abilities such as word-reading

fluency, teachers can gradually diminish the level of their scaffolding in reading tasks.
However, the key role of teachers as guides for students’ learning continues to be relevant,

althoughmodified to smoothly adapt it to the changes in students’ competencies. In other

words, our findings suggest to flexibly adapt the level of scaffolding offered to students in

relation to a given task. Specifically, when studentsmasterword-reading fluency, teachers

should pay particular attention to emotional aspects such as those related to boredom.

Moreover, our findings represent a starting point to explore whether the assumptions of

the CVT are also confirmedwhen cognitive abilities are impaired, for example in children

with reading difficulties.

Limitations

This study suffers from limitations related to the self-report nature of the data, such as

desirability biases or memory distortions, and the reduced sample size. Nevertheless,
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self-report instruments are still among the privileged ways to have access to individuals’

inner states. Future studies can generalize our findings by involving larger samples and

using experience sample methods for assessing the dynamics of reading-related

boredom. In addition, the role of boredom together with the role of other achievement
emotions can be examined taking into account a larger variety of technological

contexts and tasks, for example when students use educational web applications.

Moreover, we did not test a model in which multiple-text comprehension predicted

boredom; future studies could address this issue. Finally, the CVT postulates intra-

individual relations. However, due to the study’s cross-sectional design, we could

examine only inter-individual relations. Longitudinal designs are needed for a more

complete investigation.

Conclusions

Notwithstanding these limitations, our study contributes to extend current knowledge on

the role of cognitive and affective factors, and particularly of a neglected emotion such as

boredom, on onlinemultiple-text comprehension. Such factors are crucial for knowledge

acquisition in both school-related and everyday activities, characterizing the challenges

posed to students in our current technological society. Froma theoretical perspective, our

findings support the central role of reading-related boredomwith respect to an ability that
is increasingly relevant in todays’ information society, that is, the comprehension of

multiple texts on the same topic. Considering the CVT as the main theoretical framework

(Pekrun, 2006), we demonstrate the mediating role of reading-related boredom in the

relations between reading-related control and value appraisals and online multiple-text

comprehension, as well as the moderating role of word-reading fluency in such relations.

This last issue, neglected by previous research, is particularly relevant to understand the

complex pattern of interactions between various factors in learning contexts. The issue

enables to better appreciate how similar emotions felt by studentswith different cognitive
abilities can impact their performance differently not only in reading but also in other

domains of school learning. Such knowledge acquires an increasing relevance in the

current educational context in which the use of technology for learning has markedly

increased.
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